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Introduction

Civil engineers are engineers that design and maintain buildings, roads, bridges, and other similar structures. They are the public works servants who are 
often not recognized to be important aspects to maintain a functioning society. A society that does not have access to their water supplies or strong 
buildings will hurt the average citizen to the point of even death. While not universal knowledge, under each home and business there are several utility 
lines for electricity, gas, and water that run throughout the entire city deep underneath the roads that are taken for transportation. Not all these lines 
solely connect to just the utility lines within a city boundary and connect to a greater county boundary along with source (i.e., Pomona’s water lines are 
connected to the immediate surrounding cities along with its natural water resources at Mount Baldy and San Gabriel Mountains). Civil engineers design 
and maintain this system to ensure no environmental or unsafe disasters from happening to the average citizen.

Discussion & Conclusion

There are of course drawbacks to having a slightly more focus on the public worker side as a civil engineer. Some advantages and disadvantages can be 

found in Table 1. Not everyone is readily available to focus time on social media as their main job is to be a civil engineer not an influencer; furthermore, 

personality wise some engineers might not feel comfortable talking on camera or making social media posts. Introverts are less likely to make social media 

posts or go out of their way to do so compared to their extrovert counterparts. Active use of social media describes high engagement towards the social 

media platform and includes “commenting and uploading videos” (Montag et al., 2021). So, while it might be difficult for a person to put themselves out 

there and create content about their subject, it is easy to comment explaining your subject. A solution that can work for both introvert and/or busy civil 

engineers is just to merely communicate with the people in their communities rather than just those they work with. In their communities and sometimes 

in their families, not much technical knowledge is known about what civil engineering is and why it is important that they do what they do. By slowly 

explaining why road maintenance is important to a neighbor and their livelihood, they might be able to spread the knowledge of it to others. While this 

spread of knowledge will not be as fast as social media posts, each person is different and if they have a genuine desire to spread this knowledge, then 

something is better than nothing. More research can of course be done to see how engineers using social media can benefit a community.

Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Social Media Use

Methods

Water is a human right that should be accessible at any time for a person. Civil engineers have the duty of care in their profession to maintain this basic 
human right by ensuring that the pipelines that are used for water distribution can work effectively in the environment they are in given a rapidly changing 
society. There are four main reasons for the potential deterioration of a water distribution network which is the aging of said infrastructure due to 
environmental factors, inadequate maintenance, not enough funds, and the lack of information (Aschilean et al., 2018). These four main reasons are all 
under the job description of a civil engineer except for funds. Since water distribution lines along with the roads built above them can be used by anyone as 
briefly shown in Figure 1 from Moerman, they are considered public works that should be funded by the state and federal government (Moerman et al., 
2016). The allocation of tax funds to maintain these structures does not entirely on the shoulders of the civil engineers as they are not the lawmakers that 
determine the amount of funding each government item should be given; however, it should be noted that the civil engineer’s knowledge regarding their 
disciplines combined with outside knowledge can help them convince citizens and lawmakers into allocating more of the tax dollar into infrastructure 
maintenance.

Figure 1. Spatial data of drinking water pipes in GIS taken from Moerman et al., 2016.

With discipline-based knowledge, a civil engineer has factual evidence to maintain why what they’re doing needs more funds. Buried water pipes are 
exposed to several different types of external loads other than the water pressure within the pipe. These external loads include soil settling differences and 
traffic loads which can lead to the deterioration of said pipelines (Moerman et al., 2016). According to a study by Aschilean and others in 2018, an analysis 
of the possible relation between failures in the water supply network and road traffic was done for the city of Cluj-Napoca in Romania to see if the 
undergoing rehabilitation and modernization processes added more direct load towards the roads and the underlying water distribution networks. From 
this study, it was found that street road traffic exerts a certain “influence on the constituents of water distribution networks, depending on the building 
materials” of the water distribution pipelines along with the lifetime expectancy of the roadway building material (Aschilean et al., 2018). These two 
studies along with many others proved by other civil engineers help the credibility of the civil engineer.

Outside of their discipline knowledge, civil engineers have outside knowledge that can help sway the public along with lawmakers into allocating more tax 
funds to help maintain roads and distribution networks. This outside knowledge is on the more public servant side of informing and telling the public of the 
work they do in the form of social media. In 2020 there was more than 3 billion individuals around the world having at least one social media platform in 
their daily lives which makes it likely that that there would be a good chunk of netizens being able to see and hear the civil engineer’s words about what 
they do and why it is needed (Ashraf et al., 2021).

Results

Civil engineers are credible because of the technical knowledge that they understand and can apply. This knowledge can be applied with the use of social 

media platforms to help the average person understand what they as civil engineers do for the public benefit. Social media can ultimately have more 

benefits than detriments at times by serving as an educational tool and contribute to psychological well-being. On-the-go social media use has become 

“essential to everyday life” with more and more people having the accessibility to smartphones and the internet (Chen & Li 2017). There are mainly three 

types of social media uses: communicative, friending, and self-disclosure. Communicative focuses on how people contact acquaintances, friends, and 

family while friending is self-explanatory. Self-disclosure on the other hand refers to the “extend to which people reveal themselves via mobile social 

media” (Chen & Li 2017). Self-disclosure social media bridges the social differences between others and helps to connect people who would have never 

communicated together. With highly interactive platforms, social media provides a space for interactions between subject specialists, communities, etc

(Ashraf et al., 2021). 

Since social media is an integrated part of society and something that has been built upon, civil engineers do not really have to think too hard about the 

information they post if it is accessible to the community and it is credible backed up with facts; furthermore, it provides the civil engineer an opportunity 

to participate in something that’s usually not within their field of discipline which would then help their own psychological well-being. These social media 

posts by actual civil engineers can also become a mean of escapism for viewers as not everyone lives a similar lifestyle to get an understanding of another 

person’s life (Moerman et al., 2016). It was the need for escapism that caused social media platform Tiktok to skyrocket during the COVID-19 pandemic 

(Montag et al., 2021).  With even just passive use of just browsing and consuming social media, civil engineers can use these platforms to inform their 

communities about why their work is important and why they need funds to secure the safety of overall community. Not only are they helping to inform 

netizens who might have never learned this information, but they are providing a health means of self-expression and psychological well-being.
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Advantages Disadvantages

• Can improve the educational process of 
open learning (OL) 

• Quick spread of information that might not 
be common knowledge

• Provides a means of escapism and 
entertainment purposes

• Reduces loneliness 

• Privacy problems from both the poster and 
the viewer

• Spread of misinformation can be common
• Addictive and can drastically change 

lifestyle habits such as sleep disruption
• Cyber bullying and harassment 


